
GRACE is measuring gravity at an UNPRECEDENTED level of precision and resolution. The dramatically improved map of the mean Earth 
gravity field helps to refine our knowledge of the composition and structure of the Earth, and it provides the accurate reference surface 
relative to which deep ocean currents can be determined.

The changes are given in milligal. A milligal is a convenient unit for describing variations in gravity over the surface of the Earth. 1 milligal (or mGal) 
= 0.00001 m/s2, which can be compared to the total gravity on the Earth’s surface of approximately 9.8 m/s2. Thus, a milligal is about 1 millionth 
of the standard acceleration on the Earth’s surface. On the front panel the changes after the Sumatra-Andaman earthquake are measured in 
microgal, which is thousand times smaller than the milligal.

Why is GRACE Special

GRACE is UNIQUE, as it gives a global, consistent and uniform quality measurement of mass flux (movement of material around and within the 
Earth), observing geophysical processes within every one of the Earth’s sub-systems (land, ocean, atmosphere, terrestrial water storage and ice 
sheets). See Greenland and Sumatra-Andaman on front

Of particular interest for understanding the Earth’s climate system, GRACE MONITORS the movement of water over the Earth’s surface with a 
level of detail never seen before.  See Amazon on front

GRACE spans ALL of geosciences; the results address questions within the “Climate/Variability”, “Water Cycle” and “Earth Surface & Interior” 
focus areas of NASA’s Earth science priorities.

The measurements GRACE is providing from Earth orbit would be impossibly expensive if they were done on the ground - THERE IS NO 
SUBSTITUTE for observing the whole Earth from Space.

GRACE is a joint project of the American space agency NASA, the German Aerospace Center (DLR), the University of Texas Center for Space 
Research (CSR), GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Best global gravity map from decades
of satellite data before GRACE Gravity map from four years of GRACE only data

EXPLANATION OF FRONT PANELS

AMAZON:  The amount of water stored in the Amazon basin changes with the seasons. When scientists discuss the gravity field and shape of the Earth, they 
often do so in terms of a surface called the geoid. It is the level surface that approximates sea level in the absence of disturbing forces. An increase in the geoid 
height indicates an increase in mass; a decrease in the geoid height indicates less mass. The red colors in the images show the increased gravity due to surplus of 
water storage in the rainy seasons; and the blue colors show the reduced gravity in the dry seasons. Thus the changing colors represent the influence of seasonal 
weather and climate variations. Measuring total water storage at such continental scales is impossible from ground measurements. The amount of water stored 
in the Amazon basin changes with the seasons. When scientists discuss the gravity field and shape of the Earth, they often do so in terms of a surface called 
the geoid. It is the level surface that approximates sea level in the absence of disturbing forces. An increase in the geoid height indicates an increase in mass; a 
decrease in the geoid height indicates less mass. The red colors in the images show the increased gravity due to surplus of water storage in the rainy seasons; 
and the blue colors show the reduced gravity in the dry seasons. Thus the changing colors represent the influence of seasonal weather and climate variations. 
Measuring total water storage at such continental scales is impossible from ground measurements.

GREENLAND:  As the ice melts from the edges of the Greenland ice-sheet, the gravitational attraction from the Greenland land-mass decreases, and this is 
sensed by GRACE. The red color shows area of loss. The measurements in 2008 show a considerably lesser mass in South-East and Western Greenland than 
was present in 2003. The mass of the Greenland ice sheet acts as a very sensitive barometer of the nature of present day climate variability.

SUMATRA:  For mitigation of consequences of an earthquake, it is important to understand the dynamics and changes in the local crustal structure that accompanies 
an earthquake. In addition to the conventional methods of seismology and surface deformation measurements, gravity changes have proven to be an unexpectedly 
valuable source of information. GRACE data clearly show the changes to the Earth’s gravity field in the Sumatra-Andaman region due to the SA Earthquake of 
2004.


